With energy prices as low as they are, you are in a UNIQUE POSITION to take control of our fuel prices. We invite you to a seminar filled with invaluable advantages critical to your farm’s success!

Does your farm consume direct fuel at the pump, bulk fuel for storage or indirectly through fuel surcharges? Imagine controlling these fuel costs using a detailed price protection hedging program. Your business will always be able to stabilize and manage your fuel budget under any market conditions.

Control and stabilize your fuel budget cost by determining which type of hedge instrument best fits your goals and objectives.

Improve your bottom line and manage fuel costs with important hedging tips.

PRESENTER:
Danny Silverman
Thursday, Jan. 21, 2015 @ 2:30 p.m.
UGA Tifton Campus Conference Center
Following Georgia Peanut Farm Show & Conference

For more information, please call Danny Silverman at (201) 704-2400 or the Georgia Peanut Commission office at (229) 386-3470

Limited space available for this very important seminar!